The Stata Journal publishes reviewed papers together with shorter notes or comments, regular columns, book reviews, and other material of interest to Stata users. Examples of the types of papers include 1) expository papers that link the use of Stata commands or programs to associated principles, such as those that will serve as tutorials for users first encountering a new field of statistics or a major new technique; 2) papers that go "beyond the Stata manual" in explaining key features or uses of Stata that are of interest to intermediate or advanced users of Stata; 3) papers that discuss new commands or Stata programs of interest either to a wide spectrum of users (e.g., in data management or graphics) or to some large segment of Stata users (e.g., in survey statistics, survival analysis, panel analysis, or limited dependent variable modeling); 4) papers analyzing the statistical properties of new or existing estimators and tests in Stata; 5) papers that could be of interest or usefulness to researchers, especially in fields that are of practical importance but are not often included in texts or other journals, such as the use of Stata in managing datasets, especially large datasets, with advice from hard-won experience; and 6) papers of interest to those who teach, including Stata with topics such as extended examples of techniques and interpretation of results, simulations of statistical concepts, and overviews of subject areas.
For more information on the Stata Journal, including information for authors, see the web page http://www.stata-journal.com
The Stata Journal is indexed and abstracted in the following:
• Science Citation Index Expanded (also known as SciSearch R )
• CompuMath Citation Index
Behind this intriguing variety lies a basic question: How can we handle dyad identifiers in Stata datasets? A natural data structure reflects the split identity of dyads: each dyad necessarily has two identifiers that researchers will usually read into two variables. This is indeed natural but also often poses a problem that we will need to fix. And other variables would record data on each person. So the other variables for observation 1 could record the height, weight, number of children, etc., for Joanna, and those variables for observation 2 could record the same data for Jennifer.
In general, the identifiers need not be real names but could be any convenient string or numeric tags. Problems will arise if identifiers are not consistent across the two identifier variables. So with string identifiers, capitalization and other spelling must be identical, and all leading and trailing spaces should be trimmed. See Herrin and Poen (2008) for detailed advice on cleaning up string variables. Also, in general, there is no assumption so far that each person occurs just once in the dataset. Frequently, we will have multiple observations on each person in panel datasets, or we will have similar setups for other dyadic data. This is all breathtakingly simple and obvious once you see the trick. You need to see that inequalities can be resolved for string arguments as well as for numeric arguments, and equally that cond() will readily produce string results if instructed.
Let us go through step by step. The person < twin string for Stata means that the value of person is less than the value of twin. For strings, less than means earlier in alphanumeric order. The precise order is that of sort, or of char(), not that of your dictionary. So "a" is less than "b", but "B" is less than "a" because all uppercase letters are earlier in alphanumeric order than all lowercase letters. This precise order should only bite you if your identifiers are inconsistent, contrary to advice already given.
You might wonder quite how broad-minded Stata is in this territory. Do the functions min() and max() show the same generosity? No; min("a", "b") fails as a type mismatch.
The cond() function assigns results according to the answer to a question. See Kantor and Cox (2005) for a detailed introduction. If person < twin, then first takes on the values of person and second takes on the values of twin. If that is not true, then it is the other way around. Either way, first and second end up alphanumerically sorted.
I find it helpful to check through all the logical possibilities with an inequality, if only to reassure myself quickly that every possibility will produce the result I want. An inequality based on < will not be true if the operands satisfy > or if they satisfy ==. Here, if the names are the wrong way around, they get swapped in the results for person or twin, which is as intended. What is easier to overlook is the boundary case of equality. If the names are the same, they will also be swapped, but that makes no difference; no harm is done and no information is lost. In the example of twins, names being the same might seem unlikely, but perhaps someone just used surnames, and the surnames Stata tip 71 are identical. As usual, however, data-entry errors are another matter. In some other examples of dyads, there may be good reason for the names to be consistently the same; if so, the problem discussed here does not arise at all.
An advantage of using cond() is that exactly the same code applies to numeric identifiers. Conversely, if the identifiers were numeric, it would be fine to code . generate first = min (person, twin) . generate second = max (person, twin) and a quick check shows that this works even if the identifiers are identical.
The problem is now all but solved. We can group observations for each dyad with . by first second: command and if we need a unique identifier for each dyad-it will come in useful sooner or laterwe can get that by typing
The egen, group() command yields identifiers that are integers 1 and above. Note also its handy label option. For more detail on such variables, see Cox (2007) .
Tips for dyads should come in pairs, so here is another. This is for the case in which there are precisely two observations for each dyad. Again twins are a clear-cut example. Often we will want to compare each twin with the other, say, by calculating a difference. Then the height difference for each twin is this twin's height minus the other twin 's height, or . by first second: generate diffheight = height -height [3 -_n] Or if we had calculated that identifier variable mentioned earlier, the height difference would be . by id: generate diffheight = height -height [3 -_n] Where does the [3 -n] subscript come from? Recall that under the aegis of by:, n is determined within groups defined by the byvarlist, here, the identifier variable id. For more on that, see Cox (2002) or, perhaps more conveniently, the Speaking Stata column in this issue (Cox and Longton 2008) . So n will be 1 or 2. If it is 1, then 3 − 1 is 2, and if it is 2, then 3 − 2 is 1.
If that seems too tricky to recall, there are more commonplace ways to do it:
. by id: generate diffheight = > cond(_n == 1, height -height 
